**X-Pro3 Specification**

- **Face detection**: OFF
- **Battery life for still images**: Approx. 370 / 440 frames (EVF / OVF Normal Mode) When XF35mmF1.4 R is set.
- **EVF**: Diagonal angle of view: approx. 32° (Horizontal angle of view: approx. 27°) Built-in eye sensor × with 50mm lens (35mm equivalent)
- **AF frame**: Single AF / Continuous AF / MF
- **AF-S**: Wide / AF-C: Tracking
- **ISO sensitivity**: Bracketing (±1/3EV, ±2/3EV, ±1EV)
- **AE Bracketing**: Frames: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 Step: by 1/3EV step, up to ±3EV steps
- **Flash**: Manual, Auto, Red eye reduction, Slow-sync, Hi-speed sync
- **Recording time**: Approx. 45min. (59.94p)
- **Shutter speed**: 1/250sec. or slower
- **Sensitivity**: ISO 200 ISO 1600
- **Storage media**: SD memory card (~2GB) / SDHC memory card (~32GB) / SDXC memory card (~512GB)
- **Model name**: FUJIFILM X mount
- **File format of still image**: RAW: 14bit RAW (RAF original format) / RAW+JPEG
- **Number of recorded pixels**: Aperture Priority, Manual, Movie recording
- **Exposure compensation**: ISO restriction (DR100%: No limit, DR200%: ISO320 or more, DR400%: ISO640 or more)
- **Exposure mode**: AUTO, 100%, 200%, 400%
- **Sensitivity**: Automatic Scene recognition / Custom1~3 / Color temperature selection (2500K~10000K) / Preset: Fine, Neutral, Color Temperature
- **AF frame**: Single point AF: EVF / LCD: 13 / 25 grid
- **Contrast**: -3.0EV Phase Detection: -6.0EV (XF35mmF1.4 attached)
- **AE frame**: (TTL contrast AF / TTL phase detection AF)
- **Continuous shooting**: Approx. 10fps [Only electronic shutter] (JPEG: 164 frames Lossless compression RAW: 55 frames Uncompressed RAW: 37 frames)
- **Movie recording**: [Full HD] approx. 45min. (59.94p)
- **Full HD**: 29.97p/25p/24p/23.98p 200Mbps/100Mbps up to approx. 15min
- **White balance**: Monochromatic Color
- **MONOCHROME MODE**
- **MONOCHROME MODE**: 
- **AF-Lock**: Single, Full-area, Spot, Center
- **Sensitivity**: Dynamic Range Bracketing (100%, 200%, 400%)
- **AE Bracketing**: Frames: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 Step: by 1/3EV step, up to ±3EV steps
- **Noise Reduction**: Auto / Manual
- **EVF**: 3.0 inch, aspect ratio 3:2, approx. 180 degree tilting 1.62 millions dots touch screen color LCD monitor(approx. 100% coverage)
- **Interval timer shooting**: Yes (Setting: Interval, Number of shots, Starting time)
- **Movie mode**: 3.0 inch, aspect ratio 3:2, approx. 180 degree tilting 1.62 millions dots touch screen color LCD monitor(approx. 100% coverage)
- **Storage media**: SD memory card (~2GB) / SDHC memory card (~32GB) / SDXC memory card (~512GB)
- **AF-Lock**: Single, Full-area, Spot, Center
- **Sensitivity**: Dynamic Range Bracketing (100%, 200%, 400%)
- **AE Bracketing**: Frames: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 Step: by 1/3EV step, up to ±3EV steps
- **Noise Reduction**: Auto / Manual
- **EVF**: 3.0 inch, aspect ratio 3:2, approx. 180 degree tilting 1.62 millions dots touch screen color LCD monitor(approx. 100% coverage)
- **Interval timer shooting**: Yes (Setting: Interval, Number of shots, Starting time)
- **Movie mode**: 3.0 inch, aspect ratio 3:2, approx. 180 degree tilting 1.62 millions dots touch screen color LCD monitor(approx. 100% coverage)
- **AF-Lock**: Single, Full-area, Spot, Center
- **Sensitivity**: Dynamic Range Bracketing (100%, 200%, 400%)
- **AE Bracketing**: Frames: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 Step: by 1/3EV step, up to ±3EV steps
- **Noise Reduction**: Auto / Manual
- **EVF**: 3.0 inch, aspect ratio 3:2, approx. 180 degree tilting 1.62 millions dots touch screen color LCD monitor(approx. 100% coverage)
- **Interval timer shooting**: Yes (Setting: Interval, Number of shots, Starting time)
- **Movie mode**: 3.0 inch, aspect ratio 3:2, approx. 180 degree tilting 1.62 millions dots touch screen color LCD monitor(approx. 100% coverage)
- **AF-Lock**: Single, Full-area, Spot, Center
- **Sensitivity**: Dynamic Range Bracketing (100%, 200%, 400%)
- **AE Bracketing**: Frames: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 Step: by 1/3EV step, up to ±3EV steps
- **Noise Reduction**: Auto / Manual
- **EVF**: 3.0 inch, aspect ratio 3:2, approx. 180 degree tilting 1.62 millions dots touch screen color LCD monitor(approx. 100% coverage)
- **Interval timer shooting**: Yes (Setting: Interval, Number of shots, Starting time)
- **Movie mode**: 3.0 inch, aspect ratio 3:2, approx. 180 degree tilting 1.62 millions dots touch screen color LCD monitor(approx. 100% coverage)
- **AF-Lock**: Single, Full-area, Spot, Center
- **Sensitivity**: Dynamic Range Bracketing (100%, 200%, 400%)
- **AE Bracketing**: Frames: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 Step: by 1/3EV step, up to ±3EV steps
- **Noise Reduction**: Auto / Manual